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Heywood Ray Loyd, a pre-dental student from ,M agazine,
Ark., was elected president, of the freshman class in the election last Saturday. He defeated Roy Vanderpool of Searcy.
Mavis S. Baldwin, Searcy, defeated Tally Murphy, Portageville, Mo., for the vice-president position. Baldwin attended
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - -- --------<>Harding Academy and was graduated from there last spring.
Claudette DuBois was e l e c t e d < > - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - secretary by defeating Martha
Weatherly of Conway. DuBois, from
Jackson, Miss., also attended Harding Academy ·and was graduated

We, the officers of the freshman class wish to express our
appreciation for the support and
collfidence you have shown to us
by electling us to our respective
offices. Heywood Loyd, Mavis
Baldwin, Claudette DuBois, and
Barbara Klin~.

from there with honors. She is
planning a major in elementary
educa,tion.
In the race for student council
representative, B a r b a r a Kline,
Cleveland, Ohio., defeated Lavonne
Thompson of Laings, Ohio. Kline is
Freshman class officers are all smiles as they learn they have been eiected to serve this year. They are, at present studying pre-med. While
left to right, Heywood Loyd, Mavis Baldwin, Claudette DuBois, and Barbara Kline.
in high school she was a member
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - n o f National Honor Society, and received a Merit Scholarship Award.
Benson To Speak
None of the elections Saturday
On Monday . Night
turned out to be a landslide as
each of the losers tallied at least
Dr. George S. Benson will speak 100 votes.
at the preachers' meeting next
Monday, October 29, on "the
The first student lyceum pro- Preacher's, Wife.''
gram will be conducted on Friday
This meeting is conducted at
night, Nov. 16, in the . large audi- 6:20 p.m. each Monday in the auditorium at 8:00 p.m.
torium of the American Studies
The production will be "The Building.
Miser,'' by Moliere. It will be directed by Mrs. Wiley. It is a comedy
A discussion of the different rein three-acts which has a cast of ligious campaigns conducted during · The Arkansas College t>ress AsBy JACKIE ANGUISH .
eight men and six women.
the summer will continue in the sociation is sponsoring a workshop
FaU is football time. This fact is
The cast is as follows:
personnal evangelism meeting. This for college .publications, Friday, Oct.
;:~ized PY Harding football fans, Harpagon, Jim Ellis; Valere, Dar- ::~f:gg i: ~~:t~!~~Ye:~\~ 0~~ag~ 19 on the Hendrix College campus,
rell Alexander; Cleante, Benny HolI'm thoroughly convinced that it land; Elise, Juanita Laurance; Mari- auditorium at 7:35.
Conway.
takes more than players to make a ane, • Dorotha Putman; Frosine,
Formerly
the ACPA permitted
1
1
football game seem like one. Even
on y co lege newspapers to hold
Betty McPherson; La Merluche,
b
b
though the intramural teams don't Glenda Taylor.
rs. • • eterson
melm ership, ukt for this workshop
compete against dreaded rivals, fun
col ege yearboo s will also be disMistress Claude, Carolyn Highequests etters,
d
and riValry is still produced. The tower; Brindavoine, Marjia Ruffin;
cusse ·
spectators are the factors in this La Fleche, Randy Parks; Jacques, Prayers Of Friends
To help with the . discussion
case.
Bill Cloud; Mosieur Anselme, Tom
groups will be Wallace Hurley of
Take, for example, the football Wofford; Magistrate and Simon,
Mrs. G. C. Peterson, the former Hurley Co., Inc., of Camden, and
game between 'fexas-and Oklahoma. John Carlon.
Mary Nell Welborn who graduated Ken Parker, state editor of . the
Immediately I favored Oklahoma,
from Harding in 1944, recently un- Arkansas Gazette.
just for the sake of not being for
derwent serious surgery.
The morning schedule, for both
Texas.
Examination · Announced
Thus far she has failed to re- papers and yearbooks, will discuss
The first half proved uneventful, By U. S. Civil Service
spond to treatment and her docto:r the objectives of each. Friday afterunsuccessful and dull. Observers
has given her only a short time to noon, the group associated with
in the stands sat, watched, and once For Student Trainees
live. She would like very much to newspapers will discuss financial
in awhile some "odd-ball" exerted
hear from her Harding friends and problems, photography, and news
enough effort to give out with a
The United States Civil Service she also requests their prayers.
values.
weak yell!
Commission has announced a new
·
t•
f
t
d
't
t
·
For
those
who
would
desire
to
On Friday afternoon the yearHowever, after the half some- examma ion or s u en ra1nee po·t·
· th f 11 ·
f" ld Arch send her a line of encouragement, books will discuss financial probthing in the crowd snapped. This ~i ions m
e o owmg ie . s:
.
was due to the p
f
itecture, cartography, chemistry, en- h~r address is Box 927, Senatobia, lems, editorial problems, and proa pearance o an ·
·
th
t•
t ll
·Miss
duction problems.
alarm clock (not by itself, it's gmeermg, ma ema ics, me a urgy, - - · - - - - - - - - - ' - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - owner appeared also.) Why some- m~te~rology, oceanography, an d
one would choose to be accompan- P ysics.
.
.
ied by an alarm clock, I'll never
~h~ entr8:nce salaries durmg the
know, but he must be given credit, trammg period vary from $2,960 to
because for starting the ball roll- $ 3 ~15d a tyetar..
.
..
ing.
u en
ramees w111 participate
Our friend with the clock
in special training programs conen- sisting of on-the-job 'training in a
tertained the crowd by ringing the
alarm every now ahd then. He federal establishment and scholastic
didn't particularly care which side training at a college or university.
he boosted, just so he was boost- To qualify, applicants must have
ing. He really was playing it smart, had an appropriate high school or
though. Most wish-washy fans end- college education and must pass a
written test.
ed up without a voice. They were
forced to yell for both teams which
Further information and a;>plicawas twice as much as normal. May- tion forms n;iay be obtained at
be that was the reason for the many post offices throughout the
alarm. He exercised it instead of country, or from the U. S. Civil
his voice.
Service Commission, Washington 25 ,
Immediately the crowd took D. C. Applications will be accepted
sides. Oklahoma fans, much to my by the Civil Service Commission unamazement, outnumbered the trans til further notice.
planted Texans. Groups gathered
Civil service examinations will be
together and entertained with what given in 19 different points in
they thought were original yells, Arkansas.
but other students were always on -st_a_n_d_l-ik~e-a_f_ly_?_M_a_,y._b_e_h_e_w_a_n~ts
the ball and answered,- back.
to be sure and be first in line at
Soon excitement started spread- the half; I don't know. He usually
ing like wild-fire and songs issued doesn't . buy too much-maybe a
forth from the once quiet bleachers. coke if he's glared at enough.
However, there remained a few
Of course, he mig-ht .be social
who appeared bored to death. I've climbing, but there are_ better, if
often wondered why they attend not more ways, of doing this. He
football games. Maybe they could could parade back and fourth from
find nothing better to do on Satur- his seat to th~ concession stand
day nights. --They usually sit and about 50 times during the game. By
stare into space, preferably
the the time he has ctawled over all »
direction of the 50 yard line and those people getting up and down,
Intramural softball is now in full swmg with some of the best. talent
¥1ove their eyes.
everyone attending the game has
Someone really should inform seen him.
/ ever displayed on th.e Harding campus. The Faculty remains unbeaten
these poor souls that the 50 yard
As I said before, it takes a specta- because of their consistent fielding and hitting, and the Barons are also
line is not going anywhere. After all tor to make a good football game. unbeaten thanks to the excellent plitching of Richard Mcintyre who has
do you realize all the time they're A dull football game can be made
wasting, just sitting and gazing?
enjoyable to all · if, by combining pitched a no-hit game and a one-hit game. Club softball is also underway
Did you ever notice the person various types, an enthusiastic crowd with the Mohican, Sub,-T, Frater Sodalis, and Sigma Tau teams taking
honors thus far.
(See page six for complete stories.)
who hangs around the concession iS\ produced.
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42 Members
On Chorale Roll

The Harding College Chorale,
which got off to a rather slow start
at the first of the year, has grown
to forty-two members ,now including twenty male members.
-For the first time a men's quartet and a girls sextet has been organized. Talmadge Murphy, Roger
Brown, Larry Bills, and Gerald
Gwin make up the quartet.
The sextet is composed of Rosemary Kendrick, Hilda Earls, Lanelle
Gammill, Gwen Mullins, Virginia
Organ, and Sue Snow.
Members of the Chorale are: soprano, Cythia Ballweg, Ann Bobo,
Hilda Earls, Elaine Foren, Pat Forsee, Rosemary Kendrick, Shzuko
(Susie) Mochzuki, Jeanette Reed,
Sue Young, Sandra Disch, Ardythe
Johnson,' and Perry Ella Ward.
Alto: Shirley Crocker, Lanelle
Gammill, Ruth Green, Myrna Marford, Gwen Mullins, Virginia Organ,
Emmanelle Owens, Norma Francis,
Ruth Plank, and Sue Snow.
Tenor: Carroll Beason, Roger
Brown, Talmadge Murphy, Tony
Pippen,
Kelly Randolph, . Larry
Bills, and Bill Cloud.
Bass: Ted Cline, Jake Engles,
Conway Hunter, Eddie Heirby, Dave
Eldridge, 0 . D. Morrow, Charles
Haney, Odis Clayton, Jerry Ebker,
Gerald Gwin, Jerry Littlefield, Don
Ruckman, and Tom Smith.
Officers for the coming year are:
president, Talmadge Murphy; secretary, Shirley Crocker; vice-president, Tom Smith; Librarians, Elaine
Foren and Hilda Earls; and accompanist, Ann Bobo.
The Chorale, under ,the direction
of Dr. Earl Moore, is now making
plans ·for the coming year.

Oct. 25 Deadline
For Reader's Digest
$41.000 Contest
Want to win $5,000 for yourself
and another $5,000 for the scholarship fund of Harding?
If so, all you have to do is to
win first prize in the current $41,000 Reader's Digest contest for college students and faculty members.
On blanks obtainable at the Harding College bookstore, you simply
list in order the six articles you
consider most interesting in the
October issue of the Reader's Digest.
You must decide whether Americans are more interested in humor
than brains. Will more people read
an article on prayer than about
the emancipation of Japanese
women? Are trading stamps more
important than bridges? There are
among the subjects covered by
articles in the issue.
Contesta nts with listg closest to
the result of a survey of the preferepces of Digest readers will receive
the prizes. Entries must be postmarked before midnight, Oct. 25
and addressed to the Reader's Digest Contest, Box 4, Great Neck,
L. I., New York.
First prize is $5,000 in cash with
another $5,000 to the scholarship
fund of the winner's college. Second
prize is $1,000 cash with an equal
amount to the school's scholarship
fund. There are ten $500 cash prizes
with an equal amount to scholarship funds.
There also will be 100 prizes of
$10 in book credit from local college book stores. The best entry
from each college will receive $10
additional book credit.
The contest is open only to college students and faculty members.
Failures are divided into two
classes-those who thought and
never did, and those who did · and
never thought.
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.. Hats Off To Teachers
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Possibly the greatest
WEEK.:.A other than preaching the

profession a person could pursue,
gospel
of Christ, is teaching. N o
A
doubt many could truthfully say the person, or persons, who
A
~
~
~ influenced their life more than any other person, except their
By Lucia Du Bois
parents, was a teacher-.
· Teaching is often a thankless job. Financial remuneration
What do you think about going
in many places, especially in the south, is practically nu 11.
steady?
However, the self-satisfaction experienced when one realizes
Claudette Harris "It limits the influence for good on the lives of so many students does
your opportunities, unless you are bring joy to the dedicated teacher.
_
sute of what you are doing."
PL£.. SE C. l OSE
. Educators today continue to see a growing 'need for good
Don Humphrey - "I'd have to
82!!' !
teachers. There is no grea'.t demand for · teachers who desire to
ask my mother.!' ·
·
Marcie Crawford - "How should teach because they can not do anything else, as was the case
several ' years ago. On the other hand, there is a great demand
I know?"
Ann Williams "I think it's for teachers who are willing to dedicate their lives to their
wonderf\Il if you can find somebody noble profession.
·
•
that's willing."
The September issue of CHEER magazine gives a vivid
Calvin Downs - "It's according description of the qualities of a good teacher as well as showto whom it's with."
ing some of the things with which a teacher contends while
Joe Darrah "It couldn't be
teaching school. It says:
written in one sentence."
"To a child thrust into a strang~ world, a good teachBetty Buchanan "I don't
er
is
the best thj,ng' that can possibly happen.
know, I've never tried it."
"A teacher is Courage with Kleenex in its pocket,
Kelly Randolph "Give me.
Sympathy struggling with a snow-suit, and Patience with
liberty or give me death."
Ann Thompson - "It sounds like
papers to grade.
fun. I'd like to try it sometime."
"Teachers spend twelve hours a day searching for '
THE SEARCHERS
Glenn Organ "It would be
truth and the other twelve 4ours searching for ~rror.
hard for me to say. I'm a bit shy
"They are indispensable, invincible, and nearly inwhen it comes to the subject of
exhaustible.
girls."
"A teacher really does not mind sniffles, squirmings,
Sue Young "It's fine - as
stomach aches, spills, sloth and sauciness. · Neither does
long as it doesn't interfer with my
she disin\egrate before tears, trifles, fights, futility, exdating."
By DON HUMPHREY
John .Ingalls - "Now why would
cuses, parents who spout, little boys who shout, and little
you ask me a question like that?"
girls who pout.
The influence the Bible has had
"Most o'f all a teacher is somebody who likes ·someThe Bible is like the. Irishman's
upon the world is, without a doubt, .wall which was built four feet wide
body else's child:r;en-and still enough strength left to go
Quotable· Quotes .
one of the most conclusive eviden- and three feet high! When his
to the P.T.A. meeting.
The following glaring stateces that can be used to prove that neighbors scornfully asked why he ment stands out on page two of
"Thank heaven for teachers."
Paul was right when he said in 2 had been so foolish as to build a
the Oct. 5 issue of the Optl;mist,
The preceding should make students shudder to think
Tim. 3:16: "All Scripture is given wall wider than it was high, the
student newspaper of Abilene that instead of showing gratitude for what teachers have done,
· by inspiration of God ... "
Irishman promptly answered: "I Christian Colleg!'l:
we add to their miseries by giving them a hard time!
An uninspired book would not built it that way, so that if the
"Car dates are now . permitted
storm
should
come
and
blow
it
over
have the influence of the Bible. The
at Harding College in Searcy,
great moral teachings of the Bible it will be higher afterwards than it Ark ... "
have lifted sinners out of gutters was before!"
How about that?
and transformed them into creaSo has been the way of the Bible.
tures of righteousness. No other After each attack, it is higher than
book with teachings other than before.
Just as Joe Smith played havoc with· the Republican NaFROM
those in the Bible can do that.
Last eve I passed beside a blacktional Convention last summer, Steve Bowman did the same
smith's door
No other book can change the
thing on the Harding campus during freshmen elections.
And heard the anvil ring the
lives of individuals, elevate them
situation was quite interesting to ,the upperclassmen
vesper
chime;
above the daily humdrum of life,
STAND who The
played
the part of the instigator of the whole affair. Pergive them visions . of an omnipotent When looking in, I saw upon the
By ED WYNN
haps the motive of the beginning -of "Steve Bowman for Presfloor,
being behind all life, and the hope
In the last issue of the Bison, ident" and "Pull for Steve" was simply to add humor to the
Old hammers worn with beating
of a celestial home in glory for
years of time.
this column introduced. ~he prob-, election; nevertheless, it is interesting to delve just a little
eternity after death.
The Bible has changed the world "How many anvils have you had," l~m as to where the spmt of. Har- deeper into the final outcome.
said I,
fro:qi paganism to civilization. Withdmg cc:uld be found. The pnm8:1"y
Perhaps one thing that was so vividly demonstrated was
"To wear and batter all these ~:m,phahsis ltahst w:~kt was · dtetehrmm- the fact that freshmen are green-no offense· intended, howout the Bible: the world would
hammers so?"
·1ng w ere e spin ·was no s own.
l
k
h
h
·
·
surely be a chaos of barbarianism.
An Englishman who boasted that "Just one," said he; then said with This week, however, the column in- ever .. Although upperc assme~ new w at t e situation. was,
tends to be more constructive.
seemingly ·few freshmen realized Steve Bowman was simply
twinkling eye,
he did not believe in God once
Where can the spirit of Harding another Joe Smith. However, credit must be given SOil}e fresh"The anvil wears the hammers
visited some of the South Sea islbe found? 1t would be impossible men for recognizing the f s;i.ct. On the other hand, some were so
out, you know."
ands. As he saw the natives going
to church with Bibles in their hands, And so, I thought, ·t h e anvil of to des'c ribe all the places where the confident that they knew the fellow that they could describe
God's word
spirit is truly manifest. Notice just him to other unsuspecting freshmen in such a way as to make
he exclaimed, "The Bible is no
For ages skeptics' blows have a few.
good. Your religion about Christ is
.
.
Steve well known to all:
beat upon:
false."
Inasmuch as Hardmg is composed
An ther comical incident which occurred that also demonTo this a simple native teacher Yet, though the noise of falling of Christian men and women, the
d h 1 k f 1
h
f
· f
hm
.
•t
f
H
d"
h
ld
b
th
strate
t e ac . o a ertness· on
blows was heard,
answered, "It is a good thing for
sp1r1 o
ar ing s ou a1so e e
· t e part
· o some
h res h en lwas
The anvil is unharmed~the ham- spirit of Christ. Then, the spirit of ~hen several signed ~ petiti?,n agreeing to ave t ~mse ves
you that we left our heathenism
Harding can be (ol.lnd in many of hung by the neck until dead. Our thanks goes to the bearers
mers gone!
and cannibalism and took to our
-Anonymous the group meetings on the campus of this petition for not carrying out the agreement~
Bibles and Christianity, else you
that meet primarily for the purpose
Steve Bowman, however, met his doom before election
would be clubbed, cooked in a naof praising God.
• day arrived. The student association president, following the
tive oven, and eaten."
When Thomas Paine showed
For example, think .for a mo~ent precedent set by the Republican convention, demonstr)lted his
I
Benjamin Franklin the manuscript
about the Monday night meetmgs. party loyalty by not permitting Steve's name to appear. on the
of The Age of 'Reason, which was
MOHICAN
To many of the students on :he. ballot. The Democrats, however, graciously extended Joe
an attack upon the Bible, Franklin
campus, the personal evangelism S 'th
·
•t t•
t · ·
h D
b d
d
·
of the most inspir- m1
an inv1 a ion o Join t e emocrat an wagon an we
.
the
t ing
advised him not to publish it,
mee
is
one
th
t
St
B
h
h
·
·
·
!
ing events of the week. When are sure
a
eve owman as t e same inv1tat10n.
saying: "The world is bad enough
Christians meet together for the
with the Bible; what would it be
Three may keep a secret if
purpose of worshiping God as in
without it?"
two of them are dead.
these meetings, the contrast is easiAttack after attack has been
ly seen from the things that were
made upon the Bible and all have
mentioned last week. Yes, Monday
, been unsuccessful.
night meetings vividly portray the
Our thank!? goes to Cecil Beck for the excellent intramural
spirit of Harding.
system that now exists on the Harding campus. However, esAgain, since Harding is an educational institution, a person can pecially now, our thanks go to him for providing g 0 0 d ~n
easily see its purposes being ful- tert ainment for the student body on Saturday night in the
filled in the library. Such diligent form of intramural football.
There has been much enthusiasm displayed for the games
study that goes into the prepara-,
tion of lessons by most students is thus far; let's keep it up. Why not pick one of the teams as
characteristic of a group who seeks your favorite, stick to it. and be out there each Friday and
an opportunity and makes best Saturday night to give them moral support. Just al).other hint:
Wallace Alexander ... ............................... .... ...................... ...... .. ....... ......... Editor possible use of that opportunity.
maybe the band would add more to the games.
Lanny Faris .......... ....................... ............. .................. .. ...... Business Manager Here, too , is the spirit of Harding.
Too, would it be possible to continue to have intramural
Harding also is a place where
Tony Pippen ........... :............................. ~.. .. .. .............. .. ."..... ...... Associate Editor Christian and American ideals are contests on Friday and Saturday nigl1ts on through basketball
Guy McHand ....... ..............,. ........ ........ ... ......... . Assistant Business Manager hand in hand. The great principles season?
I
Herman Alexander, Don Humphrey .......... ....... .. ... ... .. ..... Religious Editors enjoyed only by Americans to the
i;reatest
degree are on the come to Harding find a life partner ship that is . conducted on a high
Sue Gary ...... ... ... .. ........................................ ..... ... ..... ................. Society Editor Harding campus. Examples of this (and maybe some come with that level-the kind of courtship that
Dewey Brown .. ..............................................: ...... . ... ........ ,.... ......... Sports Editor can be seen in competition so keen- · object in mind), has b~en the butt characterizes Christian young peoly illustrated on the athletic fields, of several jokes. In reality, how- ple. Probably . mo~e planning for
Dale Porterfield .... ...... ......................... ..... ............................,. .... .. ... Newr, Editor competition that existe4 in the re" rver, that is a serious matter. There the future has been done in the
.Ottis lfilburn .. .. .. .... ........ ................... ................. ..; ....... :................ .. .... .' .... Artist cent freshmen elections; and, in- 1s no better place in the world to swings and benches on the campus
deed, the free election itself. Here, go with that in mind. But, the ob- than in i;my other ' 'place as far as
Walt G~lfilen .... ................................... ............ ......, ......... :············ P4otographer Christian and Amrican ideals are ject is, the spirit of Harding is
the students are concerned. Does
Sugar Stewart .... :.... ........................... ~ .. ............... .. ...... :. 'circulation · Manager pradiced. That, too, is the spirit shown here -too.
this
not also represent the spirit of
,,
'No, we do not m ean that the Harding? ·
Neil Cope ... .. ... ..... ... ..................................... ....... ....... .. .. ... .......... Faculty Advisor of Harding.
' Still, one important phase of the spirit of Harding is shown in the
But that is not all; the spirit of
Herman West
Printer spirit of Harding has, thus far, been actions of some in the swings and Harding is so broad that it can be
omitted. A discussion of the spirit on 'the campus who seemingly have found wherever Harding students
Subscriptfon Price: $2 Per Year
of Harding is in.complete without no scruples against embarrasing and alumni can be found. As was
anyone else that may be around by said before, the spirit of Harding
Official student weekly newspaper published during the regular aca- it.
The spirit of Harding is portray- their loose conduct-and no one is not concrete to the extent that
demic year except holidays and' four examination weeks, by the students
ed in the swings on the campus. could · successfully deny this has ' one can place a finger on it.
of Harding College, Searcy, Arkansas.
Someone said Harding was just like happened.
.
Harding College will be what we
Entered as second class matter August 18, 1956, at Searcy, Arkansas a shoe factory-turns them out in
On the other hand, the spirit of make it; let's make it what we
Post Office under act of March 3, 1879.
pairs! The fact that several who Harding is shown by that court- want it to be.
1
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Thanks ALot, Cecil!
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·music
By Guy McHand

.

This is the first in a series of
stories written about. one of the. all
time greats the motion picture industry has produced. It is a movie
which, from beginning to end, will
win your hearts, and your shouts
of praise as well, for the magnifi-

cent job done by Tyrone Power, lions only by his music. It is an
Kim Novak, Victoria Shaw, and the elemental story of love and of life.
host of other characters that play But, naturally, because it is the
o the production.
story of a musician, music looms
Yes, the story of fabulous life- large in the rich entertainment of
time, a blending of stardust and the "The Eddy Duchin Story."
suffering, passion and pain, music
With the brilliant piano recordand magic, are glowingly told in ings by Carmen Cavallaro on the
Columbia Pictures' "The Eddy Du- 'film's sound track, "The Duchin
chin Story.'' Tyrone Power, as the Story" includes some twenty great
'
.
handsome
young pianist who shoo k tunes: ranging from t h e nosta1g1c
the golden towers of Manhattan rhythms of the flaming 20's, when
with his hands on the keys of a Duchin first began his rise to fame,
piano, and Kim Novak as Marjorie to the haunting ballads of midOelrichs, the girl of his dreams, century.
are at their best in the cinemascope
Both Tyrone Power and the film's
and color by technicol9r production. director, George Sidney, knew DuPower is said to give a truly im- chin as a friend. Sidney, in fact,
p ressive performance as the gifted took pi'ano lessons from· Duchin
musician who knew more drama• when he was starring at the Central
and despair, love and triumph than Park Casino, rwhich plays a very
most men ever live to know.
· n the pi·cture.
1·mportant part 1
.
N ovak • w h om many o f you
M1ss
Power himself was rehearsed for
will remember from the motion hours each day for three months
picture "Picnic," reportedly con- 10 the style of Duchin by band
tributes as vivid a picture of a leader and pianist Nat Brandwynne
woman in love as may ever be por- who was a member of Duchm' 's
trayed on the screen.
band and closely associated with
"The Eddy Duchin Story" has the pianist at the height of his
been acclaimed as being more than career. It is quite evident that
at the piano
the Story Of a man known to mil- Power's movements
·~
'
synchronized with the recordings of
Carme n Cavallaro, is one of the
most brilliant and masterful performances you may ever witness on
the screen.
May I, along with Harry Cohn,
President of · Columbia Pictures
Corporation, and the millions of
other people who h.ave seen "The
Duchin Story," recommend to you,
without reservation, this memorable
and emotional production-the kind
that makes you say, "Why aren't
there more movies like this ? "
Till next week this is Guy, saymg, ." Make Mine Music."

·cato's
Barber Shop

We Welcome
Harding Students
and Appreciate
Your Business.
218 W. Arch

SMITH-VAUGHAN
MERCANTILE
We appreciate your
patronage!

201 -

205 West Arch
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.:..:..:..:..:..:..:..:..:..:..:..:..:..:-:..:..:..:-:..:..:..:..:-:• method that would insur e a dem:i~ onstration in ever y home, my sales
•}
Y would soar t o t he high heavens"
He worked out a method, and set
·~
•i• out to make the test at the home
of Nina Harvey. Herb rang the bell:'
and was greeted by Nina in the
.:.
•!•
customary
front-door
demeanor
.:..
(
••• usually given.
{~
By CALVIN DOWNS
"Good Morning, Nina dear," said
Herb. "I am going to give you a
MaI\Y thanks to Dr. Cliff Ganus demonstration in cleanliness that
and the others who are concerned you haven't had since your grandfu the development of our . chapel mother scrubbed the kitchen floor
periods. But · please help spare the down to the nails in the boards."
poor helpless students from those
"You should talk about cleanlitorturing minutes of joke repeti- ness," said Nina, noticing
. .
t h at
tion. Maybe someone would care Herb's right hand was full of mud.
to start a Harding joke index which "If my hands were as dirty as
would be presented to a guest yours,'' continued N ma,
'
.
·"I certa1nspeaker upon arrival.
ly would scrub tl1em before calling
But anyway with jokes and to on a lady and talking about cleanthe story. Most people know th.at liness."
Herb Stewart is a house-to-house
.
d
·
"I am going to give you a emonsa1esman. Now, sueh a sa1esman 1s
'
.
. stration," said Herb.
a man that requires special mgenu1"Oh, no you're not," she answty ,courage and resourcef u 1ness.
Herb is a type of a fellow who never er:.~es, 1 am," said Herb. I am gotakes "no" for an answer. That is
f h
h h ·
h ing to throw this mud right on that
one 0 t e reasons w Y e is sue front room rug of yours, and then
a success at selling from door to
d
I am going to pick it all up in a
oor.
jiffy with the marvelous new CleanHerb is also a man with ideas. all vacuum cleaner.
While the other fellow is sitting in
"You're going to do what?" she
his store hoping that someone might exclaimed. But before she could say
come in and buy a vacuum cleaner, more, Herb tossed the mud on the
Herb is thinking of an idea about front room rug and then started
how to sell a vacuum cleaner, and looking around for an outlet to
then he goes· out and does it.
connect his vacuum cleaner.
Herb has a bag full of tricks.
"What's all that racket going on
When the lady of the house starts 10 that house ?" one passerby said
to slam the door, he will agilely to a companion. Both m en halted
thrust his foot forward, and there- for a moment, and one of the men
by impede any further closing said: "From what I can gather
·movement of the door. But that is above the din of that yelling and
an old trick used by good house-to- screaming, there ain't no electricihouse salesmen everywhere; but ty in that house."
here's a new one that H e r b
thought up by himself:
Though · r eading and conversation .
One day last summer Herb was may furnish us with many ideas of
more aggressive than usual. What men and things, our judgem ent must
·he needed was sales, sales, a n d be formed through our own m editamore sales. "If I could just get a tion.
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AL &DEAN C1FE
For The Best
Meals Ever.
Hwy,. 67 South

cookies, decorated cakes
and bakery products.

I

.

.

+u-111-•-111-11111-•11-•~-111-n-u -•-•+

Paints
Wallpapers
Building Supplies
Air Conditioning
Heating

~ ·

GARNER·
McKENNEY
Supply Co.
221 W. Market
Phone 488
Across ·from Kroge1·

Don't forget that, 'pre-ssing,' engagement.

HARDING COllEGE LAUNDRY

We also make your shirts look brighter.

Greg Rhodes, Mgr.

'

"The Best In The Business"

\

*Cleaning
*Pressing
*Wet Wash
*Fluff Dry
1::f Laundry Finish

4

*
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Galaxy

The Galaxy club held its regular
meeting last :Monday evening. Business concerning forthcoming pledge
week was discussed among the
By SUE GARY
members. Bill Craddock was elected
to the office of-vice-president. Other
club officers for the current year
are as follows: president, Eugene
Kappa Phi
Byrd; secretary, Jack Ryan; and
Miss Redwine Honored Jarrard-Hawkins 'Plans
Last Saturday afternoon the treasurer, Paul Grubbs.
The Las Companeras met in
several call meetings last week to Kappa Phi's got together for prepFor Wedding Announced
With Birthday Party
work on the plans for their open aration and placement of decoraMr. and Mrs. Edward Jarrard of
A surprise dinner was held in
tions for Open House in the room
house.
·
honor of Miss Mary Redwine, Octo- 540 E-. Cleveland, West Plains, Mo.,
On Sunday night the club mem- of Shirley Crocker and Mickey
The Phi Delta social club met .ber 5, in the home of Mrs. Audean announce the engagement of their
bers, Barbara Harris, Gloria Shew- Beale, president and secretary, re.for several short meetings ;the week Baldwin. Movies and a recording daughter, Carole, to Richard Hawmaker, Alice Degenhart, Irene Law- spectively.
making plans for open house. A were taken of the event, and the kins, son of Mr. and Mrs. Roy G.
son, Claudette Grable, Emmanelle
swimming party was held on Tues- recording was sent to Mary's par- Hawkins of 612 E. Jefferson, Hayti,
Owens, and Rosalie Stills met at the
Mea
day night.
ents. Those present were: Misses Mo.
home of their new sponsor, Mrs.
ca:role is a former student of
ppen House for the Phi Delta's Cynthia Ballweg, Alice Stewart,
Harry Risenger, at 800 North Oak
Friday, Oct. 12, the MEA girls
for a hamburger supper and bunk- had a gathering at the home of Was held in room 211 Saturday Kaye Williams, Nancy White, and Harding and is presently employed
ing party.
_
their new sponsor, Mrs. Galloway, night. The room was decorated with Charlene Harris; Messers. Jack at Arkansas Power and Light Co.
Barbara Harris was appointed to get better acquainted with her. different activity phases of the Baldwin and Joe Baldwin; and the in Searcy; Richard is a sophomore
!l.t Harding.
.
head cook with the other members Refreshments of hot dogs, potato club. The scrapbooks and pictures hostess, Mrs. Audean Baldwin.
"assisting." The old adage, "Too chil(s, chocolate fudge and cokes of the past year were featured.
The wedding date is Dec. 16, in
many cooks spoil the pot" was were served to the following: Mary Members present were: Nancy Starr,
the Church of Christ at West
complet ely routed when the ham- Vaughn, Johnnie Vaughn, Jane Wanda Adair, Joyce Woods, Hilda Art Club Officers
Plains.
burgers came off the griddle as big, Waller, Martha Ann Jenkins, Zena Milligan, Hilda Earls, Beth Hefsed1•JllllllllllllCllllllllllllUlllllllllUICllllllllllllCIUlllllllllUlllll •!•
juicy patties ready to be placed on Street, Shirley Williams, Grace ler, Rosalie Johnson, and Mrs. Bill For' Fall Semester
' a toasted bun spread with mustard, Anne Gilfilen, Martha Crowell, Williams, sponsor.
The Art Club held its first meetlettuce, pickles, and tomatoes to Carolyn Ainsworth, Shelby Overing of the year, September 27, at
bring the flavor to perfection. man, Mrs. Galloway, and son,
the belltower. Mrs. Elizabeth MaPioneer
Punch and cookies completed the Stevie.
son, sponsor, called the meeting to
picture. The meal was eaten upMonday night marked the first order and officers for the year
stairs around the TV, where the
official meeting of the newly or- were elected as follows:
Theta Psi
group was joined by Mr. Risenger,
President, Eleanor Weaver; viceganized Pioneer men's · social club.
Linda, and· Bud.
The Theta Psi's held open house In early years of America, the pio- president, · Will Parker; secretaryAfter supper the girls played
- · Friendly Servicefor freshmen Saturday night in neers were the trail-blazers who treasurer, Anette McDougald.
several games of table tennis. No
Cathcart
Hall.
Candelbra
formed
an
portrayed
such
noble
characteristics
The first outing of the year was
one was declared champion!
arch by the serving table which as zeal, foresight, and determina- a sketching trip Monday afternoon,
By the way, freshmen girls, inwas overlaid with an Irish linen tion. Hence, this club chose this October 15, at Bee Rock.
•:•11111rn11111111111c111111111111n111111111111c111111111111c111111111111c•!4
stead of going to sleep, the girls
_ ,.,_,.._,,_,._.,_,,,_1111_.. _.., ___.,__,_.•_ .. _,._t
stayed awake dreaming up pledge- cloth and centered with a floating name to suggest this quality of leadbronze mum.
ership in pursuing new fields of enweek activities. Can you imagine
deavor. By building upon Christian
Fall
leaves
and
glowing
candles
what an idea which hit a tired,
silly, giggling sophomore at one surrounded the guest register pre- character, it wants to develop those
inward resources within its mem- I
I
o'clock in the morning would be sided over by Miss Jo Ann Fugate.
bership that will provide strength
"The store that sells for cash and sells for less"
Miss
Jane
Wade,
president,
received
like?
the guest and introduced them to to face new tasks.
I I 08 E. Arch St.
. Phone 211 1
Mrs.
Joe Alexander, sponsor.
Eight charter members will form +-•-111-•-11A-1t1-n-1t11-..1-111-n-1111-11n-111-1111-•-tH1-w1-111-s,.- tttt-•-•-•-•+
16
Sub-T
The members met Tuesday night. the nucleus of this new club on the
The Sub-T 16 Club treated Koino- and chose twelve pledges to be in- campus. They include 0. D. Morrow,
nia Club to a double stag outing at itated in a formal ceremony Sun- Clarence Pierce, W. H. Wilborn, Ron
the Sub-T cabin Sunday night. day, October twenty-eight in Echo Bever, Doug Cloud, Raymond Voogt,
Everyone thoroughly enjoyed him- Haven.
Don Green, and Jesse Fleming.
self and was completely stuffed
with hamburgers. There were 16
,Koinonias present and 16 Sub-T's.
Featured as entertainment were
Whether you drive much or little, your car
at the·
rope-pulling and "sky rides."
This is a pioneering step in social
needs checked and greased regularly. ·
club activities. The Sub-T's plan to
make a yearly project of treating
the other men's clubs to stag outings.
Last week the Sub-T's had
Fred Wiebel
another outing.
Wednesday night they initiated
Washing - Lubrication - Steam Cleaning
two pledges-Dick Johnson and Red
Norwood. This also took place at
Spring Pleasure
Phone 911
the Sub-T cabin. ·

Socially Speaking

Society

Open House Highlights Social Week
L.

c.

99 ESSO

r-.._. _,,_"'_,,,,_,._,.,_.

Haile ·Furniture Co.

I
i

Alway~

i
i

Welcome

IDEAL SHO.P

Friendly ESSO Service

&

Ju Go Ju
Open House for freshmen was
held Saturday night by the Ju Go
Ju's. Miss Betty Leopard greeted
the guests and presented them to
the members. The display of the
May Fete was the major attraction.

+•-111-u.-u-1111-1R-111-1R1-11t-a11-u-w.-111-10&-t111-•-•-u-iw-t111-1111--w-181
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Gifts

•I

China

-+
.

!
1

Crystal

Grace Neal Florist and
Gift Shop

Omega 'Phi

Omega Phi's entertai~ed the
"Flowers of Distinction"
freshmen in a suite of Cathcart
with open house Saturday night.
Miss Glenda Taylor received the
Wire Flowers
Phone
guests and showed them the dis-•-111-•-•-t11---•-•-•-•-•-•M-•-•+
play of the club activities. Misses +-11n-111-1111-1tt1-1111- uu-1111 - oo- 1 1 - M
Patsy Parker and Sally Turner
served the guests mints.
On Monday afternoon a work
session was held. Work on saws,
bennies ~ and banners: the traditional paraphernalia of the "finites" was
the maj~r activity.

We

724

SEARCY'S ·FRIENDLY FORD DEALER

)

WELCOMES

...

Harding College StLJdent and Faculty

BERRYHILl'S
Sporting Goods

Members
Complete service on a~y make cars or trucks.

ASK ABOUT OUR BUDGET PLAN
·

•
Sweaters

and
Sport Shirts

WHITE COUNTY MOTOR CO.
Searcy

Phone 1000

That's where the pause that
refreshes \rith ice-cold Coke began.
Now it's en joyed fifty ·millioo: times a day.
Must be something t~ it. . And there is; Have an.
ice-cold Coca-Cola and see •• ~right now.
BOTTLED UNDER AUTHOR!~ OF THI! COCA-COLA COMPANY av
COCA-COLA BOTTLING COMP ANY OF ARKANSAS
Searcy, Arkansas

"Coke.. is a registered trode-111or1c.

©

1956, THE COCA-COtA COMPANY

Tennessee Takes
Honors fri. Night
The Volunteers of Tennessee
started off with a bang Friday
night and then had to fight for
their lives as the Oklahoma Sooners
came to life after five minutes of
play. The Vols won 21-6.
· Te~nessee gave w arning of things
to come when Har old Vanderpool'
took. off like hurricane Betsy on the
. second play from scrimmage and
tr~veled 67 yards, non-stop, to the
Sooner end zone. Jim Borden lugged the leather for the point after
touchdown.
The Tennesseans added insult to
injury .the next time they got their
hands on the ball. From mid-field
Vanderpool dropped back to pass
and hit Graham Birdsall on the 25,
and the big end went all the way.
Borden duplicated his ,previo~s feat ,
and the Vols were comfortably in
the driver's seat, it appeared.
The Sooners came back a n d
fought the Vols tooth and toe nail
for the rest of t he half. With Bob
Fletcher and Dale Flaxbeard carrying the mail, they moved to the
Vols 11 yard · line near the end of
the first half.
·
The running .game stalled, but on
fourth down Fl.axbeard tossed to
Flet~her , and -the big bruiser blasted his way into the end zone, aided
by a timely block by John McCoy.
The try for the point after was
blocked by Doug Sikes. At the half
it was 14-6.
The second half was marred by
fumbles and p~nalti e s. The only
bright spots were Borden's 14
yard touchdown dash and Vanderpool's 67 yard jaunt. He was pulled
.down from behi11d by brot her John
18 yards short of paydirt. The fray
. ended with both teams battling at
mid-field.
Fletcher, Flaxbeard, John Vanderpool, and John McCoy looked
very impressive in their chores.

Friday
Marlyn Monroe
in

BUS STOP

Wildcats Cag~ Leapords, 41-21
The Leopards again sputtered in
an attempt to get a drive underway when Harding tackle Bill
Smith plucked a pass from quarterback Robert B~vill out of the allon Deaf School"s 25 and returned
it • t0 the eight. On the third play
· Groover's
"13 little kittens" Dawson scored from the one-yard
scored almost at will through the line f~r a 35-0 halftime lead.
pre-intermission period and could
Groover sent his reserves into
have streaked the Leopard's spots play in the second half and the
with a runaway, but they preferred game's complexion quickly changed .
Leopard tackle Jerry Schwab, a
to keep the score honest and interesting in tacking on their fourth demon on defense for Deaf School,
win against one tie.
recovered a Berryhill fumble on the
Wildcat's 14 early in the third
Harding tallied its first sixquarter. On the second play quarpointer the first time it got its
ter back Joseph Passmore tossed to
hands on the ball. The Cats took
end Charles Helm from 12-yards
possession on their 30 and , aided by
out for a six-pointer. Passmore hit
a 22-yard scamper by halfback
end Donald McCain for the point
Bubba · Davis off the belly series,
after touchdown.
reached the Deaf School's 18 in 10
The Leopards tallied again after
plays. Quarterback Gerald Casey
then tossed a pass .to halfback Don halting a Wildcat drive on the 50.
Berryhill in the right flat, a n d Fulback James Poe's 10-yard dash
Berryhill scooted over from the six helped put the ball on Harding's 36,
from where Poe took a pitchout
to score.
around -right end and went the
Charles Van Winkle booted his distance for the score. Poe then
first of five out of six conversions. rammed right guard . for Deaf
He missed the final try.
School's 14th point.
The Deaf School fumbled on its
Another Harding drive bogged
first play from its 24 following the early in th~ final quarter, giving
kickoff, and fullbac;:k Timmy Rhodes the ball to the Leopards on tpe
pounced on· it for Harc;ling at the Wildcats' 34. After grinding out a
11. Rhodes then streaked across first down on the 23, Poe took a
right tackle for the score and Van pitchout Q.round left end, behind
Winkle converted for a 14-0 lead a key . block thrown by Schwab
just four minutes deep in the game. erasing Berryhill, all the way for
The Wildcats took over on a score. Passmore sneaked for the
downs late in the first period on point, making it"'~5-21.
their 36 and after fat pickups by
The Wildcats tacked on their
T. Rhodes and Davis they reached playfinal score midway in the last
the Leopard 36; from there Casey quarter after putting the ball in
faked beautifully 1 to Berryhill and play on their 43. A 23-yard pass
then stuck the ball into Davis' tum- from Berryhill, playing quartermy, the halfback rambling un- back, to end Jack Rhodes reached
touched the distance for a touch- the 23. From there the Cats added
down.
'
trickery to humiliation. Berryhill
Following a Leopard quick kick, fir ed a pass to J. Rhodes on Deaf
Har ding gained possession on its School's 25 and as t he lanky end
34 ya rd lin e to start another was going down he lateralled to
drive. Another fake by Casey to Van Winkle on the 20, who went
Berryhill sent Davis sailing through the r emaining distance for a closright tackle unhinder ed for a 55- ing 41-21 score.
yard gain to the Dea f School's
Berryhill, Ronald Kersh, and Roy
three, from where h alfback Darrell Sliinley were the main cogs in
Dawson scored on a p l unge Harding's flexible defense, while
through right guar d. Va n Winkle's Passmore and Schwab stood out on
conversion made it 28-0.
defense for the Leopards.
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PART OF THE WHOLE .. . .
It's been said that you can tell
the whole by one of its parts. Reckon it's so in just about any field of
endeavor you want to dab it-even
in football.
Football viewers have seen part of
the whole of Harding's intramural
grid chase this year and the finish
line looms ahead as clear as red in
a sunset sky.
1. Tennessee is no ghost. The Volunteers' muscles are as hard as the
tawny stubble they knock their
opponents to, and tp.eir savyy is
just as part. Who's going to stop
them? Anybody hear a squeal from
a pig ...
2. Arkansas has come a long way,
from a star-flooded backfield that
was bogged at first by drift wood,
to a scrawny line that now dares
anybody to spit at its feet. Yep, the
Hogs, despite any grumbles from
nature, are the league's dark horse.
But what about the Texas Steers,
whose horns were sharpened to
penetrating depths in their first
outing?
3. Texas came around fast, after
a slow scrimmage start, to pelt
Oklahoma's Sooners in both team's
opener, th.e most important game on
either's schedule. The Longhorns
did it with the help of breaks, some
fine running by Charles Weeks, and
a line that played straight ahead.
But last week against the Porkers the Steers' glamorized backfield
fizzled and their fast learning line
couldn't hold on forever-thus they
fell . But they'll rebound, like a
rubber ball that's made of tough
stuff.
4. Oklahoma, which appeared in
pre-season scrimmage as snappy as
Arkansas' Hogs now appear, had a
damper put on them by the surprise sneak of an under-rated Steer.

STERllNG STORES
"Be ·Thrifty"
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* * *
We've received word that Joe
Glover's Hazen Hornets have built
up a 4-1-1 record in class B football this year. And the Hornets'
single loss came by one point,
which speaks well of Harding's
jokester who wondered blindly into
foot ba ll domains as a coach.
Or did he?
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THE GR;EEN BARN
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Greenhouse and Florist '
r.

207 N. OAK

K Yi C B
1300 on your radio dial

Now, they can't seem to shake off
an underdog complex
even
after the whistles start, which is the
signal for football teams to ~hed
pre-game paper clippings and play
football on the field where the final decisions are made.
Now, put the parts together,
shake well and you get . . .
Tennessee can be beat, but not
by muscles (the Vols have most of
those) . Rather by desire which,
temporarily, makes a giant out of
a midget.
Arkansas is the team most likely, ·
at this point, to slam the Volun- ·
teers into a slumber-with the
help of a straight shot of adrenalism..
Texas is far from out of the race.
Anon, the start has just started.
Oklahoma, the sleeping cinderella, will make the road ahead a
jerky trek for all concerned if the
gallant prince should kiss her with
a good-sized bit of grit.

WEEK'S WORD .. .
Percentage: three right,
one
wrong for a .750 mark.
Arkansas 19, Oklahoma 13-r-The
Porkers' defense came alive last
week, but so did the Sooners' offense. However, we feel that the
combination of Marsh Goodson,
Garrett Timmerman, and Jim Shurbet, working behind an impr oving,
aggressive line, will outscore by one
touchdown the Sooner lineup of
Bob Fletcher, John Vanderpool, Dale
Flaxbeard and a forwar d wall
which has yet t o prove its m ettle.
Tennessee 21, Texas 6-Unless
the Steers can generat e enough desire to counter-balance t h e Vols'
muscle market, it w ill end the way
everybody expects it to. Charles
Weeks, stoppe d last wee k by Arkansas, will be rea dy to romp again
before the deft' fingers of J im
Christian. But so will t h e m ende d
Bill Stafford,- a lad who driv es with
•:•JllllllllllllClllllllllllllJllllllllllllUllllllllllllCl/1111111111m1111i.:o all his 185 pounds, be r eady ~o go,
EE
~ Funny, the Vols didn't even miss
c
~
Stafford last week when quarterback Harold Va nderpool stole the
show.

I The Best Haircuts in I

For the best in music, news & sports
HERE'S THE KEY .
Keep Tuned To
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PHONE 336

*Corsages
*Arrangements
*Pot Plants · *Planters
Phone 336
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We give S & H Green Stamps
Double Stamps on Wednesday
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By DEWEY BROWN

STOP! SHOP! and SAVE!
with

Searcy's Leading Sc - $1.00

S~rcy,

Otte·
?na~' s Opittiott

Coach Hugh Groover's Harding
Academy Wildcats scurri'ed up and
down the field here last Thursday
night building up a 35-0 halftime
lead, and then left it for reserves
to finish a 41-21 defeat of the Deaf
School Leopards.

Monday Matinee 2 p.m.
Regular price 20 - 50c

HARDING BISON,

Acro~s the street from White (°tunty Motor Co.
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FacultY, Barons Unbeaten
In Intramural Softball Ba~tle
HungrJ Chicks Feed Ole Men Salt
Razorbacks Down
On Slothful Rebels Crackers ~-6
Longhorns, 13-6

. k s, in
. t h eir
. game wi"th
,
The Chic
the Rebels, played well in field as
Last Saturday, the Faculty came
well as at the plate. They committhrough
_ to win over the Crackers
ted only three minor errors and
collected nine base hits.
by a 9-6 margin in o!le of ~he
Ted Lloyd homered for the tightest games of the season.
Chicks, and Ed Ritchie got three
In the first inning, both the
for three at bat. It was Tom Eaves Faculty ~nd the Crackers scored
who led the Rebels in the hitting
department with two singles and a two runs each.
triple.
The second frame, however, was
The deciding factor of the game, the Faculty's big inning in which
however, was the thirteen free they picked up four runs. B o b
passes to first base that the Chicks
received. The Chicks won the ·g ame Tipton led off the inning with a
13-9.
•
walk, and then with one out, both
Hugh Rhodes and Hugh Groover
singled bringing in two runs. Cecil
Beck then reached first base on an
error, and Clif Ganus came through
with a timely single to drive in
two runs -before the rally had ended.
Before the game was over, the
The game between the Pelicans
and the Vols also resulted in only Faculty managed to gather three
five innings. The Pelicans jumped more runs, while the Crackers
on the Vols in winning the game scored four runs in the late innings
of the game.
by a· score of 15 to 3.
Hugh Groover and Joe Pryor
Roy Vanderpool and Don Ruckman blasted four-baggers for the collected five of the Faculty'c eight
Pelicans. Lax at the plate, the Vols hits.
George Treadway a n d Doyle
picked up only three hits in losing
the game to a hard-hitting Pelican Wood led the Crackers with two
singles each. Wood picked up both
nine.
his hits by bunting beautifully down
the third base line.
By winning this ga~e, the Faculty held on to their undefeated
record of four wins and no losses.

Pelicans Defeat
Volunteers, 15-3

•
G•Ir1ScOntlnue
Smao
II S ffball War By· . .
i~tramur~
arons 1ctor1ous
Over Grads 13 1
Ann Belue's grrls
softball team, moved mto a tie for

second place with Betty Floyd's
team, by defeating Maggie Chaffin's
team 19-8. The 5 inning game was
played Tuesday, October 9.
The winning bat~ery of Charlene
Kimbro pitching and Louella Wilson
catching were credited with 6
strike-outs. Maggie Chaffin struck
out 4. Chaffin gave up 4 bases on
balls, to only 2 by Kimbro. The
Belue team committed 8 errors,
while Chaffin's team had 9.
The big difference in the game
was the hitting ability displayed by
the Belue team . They racked up 9
ground-rule doubles and 7 singles,
while allowing only 9 hits, one of
which was a ground-rule double.
The game was played on the small
diamond by the tennis courts.
The game Friday, Oct. 12 p u t
Belue's team in 2nd place by defeating Floyd 11-8 in a five inning
game.
Charlene Kimbro was the winning
pitcher with one strike-out and one
base on balls, with Louella Wilson
catching. Betty McPherson catching
for Nancy Kurz were credited with
5 strike-outs and 5 bases on ball.
Kimbro hit one batter. The Floyd
team committed 3 errors an 1d
Belue's made . 5.
Team Standings· as of Oct. 12
Team
W
1
Pct.
Belue
2
1
.666
Anderson
2
0 1.000
Floyd
1
2
.333
Chaffin
~0
2
.000
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Have you noticed the set determination with which Harold (High
Velocity) Vanderpool conducts himself on the gridiron?
Seemingly he is very narrowminded when lugging the pigskin,
for apparently Harold has only one
thing in mind, and that is the opponents double-stripe. Having set
his point of termination as the defenders' goal line, Harold begins to
collect enough steam to reach the
coveted territory in the quickest
way possible.
Harold, having been born in the
football-loving town of Port Arthur,
Tex., twenty years ago; evidently
let some of the proud state rub off
on him. Although a resident of Oak
Ridge, Tenn., and various other
places until in his teens Harold
moved with his parents and three
brothers back to Texas.
This time, however, it was deep
in the heart of this southern portion of the United States, namely
Dallas.
Midland, Tex., was the scene of
his first two years of high school
where he was initiated in the interscholastic competition of Texas
high school football.
In 1952, Harold enrolled in the
Harding Academy as a Junior, and
gives the account of how shocked
he was when he participated in the
first day of practice.
Harding, having produced football
teams for one year, could only
field seventeen of eighteen prospects, which cut down the possibility of even a half-scale scrimmage. The lusty 150 pound speciman was ~ediately considered for
a tackle position.
Hard knocks were plentiful that
year as the Wildcats could boast
only one win, one tie and five loses.
Harold took the brunt drive of some

i

iI

i

By Garrett Timmerman

vicious backs that year such as
Billy Ray Smith, who is .now a
stickout tackle at the University of
Arkansas.
Although the s~ason proved
rather disappointing, Harold was
named on the all-district team and
won honorable mention on the allstate level.
In 1953, conditions changed, as
Coach Groover came up, as he always does, with a promising lot.
This time there was a little more
beef, and experience, and above all
more desire. By winning seven and
losing only one, the Wildcats stepped into the football limelight by
capturing its first district crown.
This
writer
ca n
remember
Harold's first attempt as a back at
the close of the 1953 campaign.
Scrimmaging ~ith only six men on
a side, Harold had to be used as
a back to furnish enough leatherluggers for both teams. Even then
it was like trying to tackle an arm
full of knees and elbows to get
"Higl\ Velocity" in a reclined position.
Two years as a back in Harding's
eight man football has put the
needed savy and ball carrying ability in the compact form of this lean
muscular individual.
Harold, who runs his tailback
position in much the s.a me style as
the former
All-American Paul
Cameron from UCLA (eight years
in three strides), possibly reached
a milestone • in his ball carrying ·
career last Friday night. He reeled
off a total of 208 yards offensively,
as Tennessee continued on its winning ways by defeating Oklahoma
21-6.
Tennessee is out of the huddle
and Harold Vanderpool is calling
the signals. Let's turn our attention
to footbap.

In the game between the Gradu..
ates and the Barons, the Barons'
Dick Mcintyre came breathlessly
close to hurling hi$ second no-hitter of the season.
In the fourth inning of the game,
Melton
Mcintyre yielded bases on balls to
Walls
the first two hitters he faced. Then
Cooper
Carroll Eades, batting left,' poked
a single into short l~ft field scoring
West Side of Court House
Danley for their only run.
+•-uu-a-WK-ua-•-n-1111-1111-111-111-it
.
I
Mcintyre showed no other signs of weakness in the entire ball game
J
Y om· Authorized
as he whiffed eight men in only
five innings.
i
The game was called to a close
at the end of the fifth inning by
virtue of the "ten run rule." The
Barons exhibited some real power
iii
at the plate behind the big sticks I Underwood Typewriters
1
I
"We Appreciate
of Stan Schwartz, Fred Massey,
j.
I
Sales and Service
I
Phil Futrell, and Darrell Skinner the "big four" in the Barons hitting I
110 EAST CENTER
order. Massey and Skinner each
Phone 1456
homered twice and Swartz homered aI
j
once. The final score was 13 to 1.
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Cheered on by cheer leaders and
an exuberant crowd, Arkansas
downed once mighty Texas, 13 to 6,
la.st Saturday night.
The Longhorns, with visions of
an untarnished season, got their
big break early in the first period.
After three successive fumbles climaxed by a snap over punter,
Mars.h Goodson's head on fourth
down, the Steers were given the
ball on the Porker 16 yard line.
Six plays later, Charlie Weeks
danced across the double stripe for
Texas' one and only touchdown.
The imbittered Hogs fought desperately through the first half to
match their .gracious gift to the
Texans. But despite vicious blocking
and an adept ground attack, the
Razorbacks were unable to muster
sufficient yardage to hit pay dirt.
Early in the thl.r-d period, after
forcing Te~as to punt, the Hogs
gained possession of the ball on
their own 30 yard line. By masterful use of the option by quarterback, Garrett Timmerman, the Hogs
crashed pay-dirt in nine plays. Timmerman walked across from the
three behind his charging tackles
on a quarterback sneak.
Goodson drove over tackle for
the extra point making the score
7 to 6, Arkansas.
The Porkers crushed Texas, hopes
in the fourth quarter with just one
play. Timmerman raced across field
from his 40 yard line, jumped, and
hit Goodson on the Longhorn 30,
who galloped all the way to paydirt untouched.
Goodson missed the try for the
extra point leaving Arkansas io
charge, 13 to 6.
Once Weeks was removed from
the game in a daze moments later,
after one of Goodson's murderous
tackles, all hope of Texas vengence went with him.
The Razorbacks appeared vastly
impr oved over their first outing.
Their once nimble line outcharged
the Steers forward wall consistently.

Love For Football
Sparks Vande.rpool
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